‘n riem onder die hart. Soos Rod sê
“You are gifts” dis inderdaad so.
GKM are in need of additional help in
the galley and other tasks (heed the
call) for their feeding programme.
Well done to the matriculants and
those undergraduates who completed
their studies at the end of 2018 on
your fine achievements. There is also
news from Holland. An important
date in February is the 4th - World
Cancer Day. Did you know the 1895
and 2019 calendars have exactly the
same dates? Finally folks, from this
old sea dog “If your ship does not
come in , swim out to meet it”

From the Crows Nest
Dear BPC Family,

“Ring out the old, ring in the new,
Ring happy bells, across the snow:
The year is going, let him go: Ring out
the false, ring in the true” - Alfred
Tennyson. Well the bells have been
struck and rung, and a new year has
begun. This one has started off with a
gallop in that we have just started our
Alpha 2019 course. Kindly include all
participants (leaders and delegates)
in your prayers over the next 8 (eight)
weeks. As you well know our last
year’s themes were “Fruits of the
Spirit”. We shall continue in this vein
for 2019 and most of the monthly
themes shall highlight some of the
“Gifts of the Holy Spirit”. Rod
gives us a brief overview on some of
these numerous gifts in his first love
letter for the year. Myf explores
Christmas gifts and their origins.
Kobus has set us a challenge in his
contribution. A very successful
Christmas dinner for the homeless
was once again held. A highlight on
the calendar for those less fortunate.
Bravo Zulu to all the angels (4 captains, galley staff and 40 volunteers)
who selflessly gave up they time.
So too for all members of our congregation who provided rations for
the food parcels, toiletries for the gift
packs etc, but more of that in Pam
and Louise’s pastoral article this
month. BPC julle is ’n gemeente
duisend, en julle goedertierenheid is

Groetjes, tot kijk
Yours aye,
Frank
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welcome us city slickers to her
country charge and asked if we
were happy and if we needed
anything else. I asked “do you
sell this bread?” “No,” she said,
“but the deli/bakery run by my
friend 2 doors down has freshly
baked sourdough bread.” This
has been a favourite of mine
since I first tasted it as a student in California in 1971. What
would lowly Bedford’s version
of this work of art and mystery,
yeast, flour, water and the
baker’s skill be like? I decided
to buy one before we continued our journey.
Just as I mopped up the last
of my softly poached egg yolk
the manageress re-appeared
with a thick brown paper bag
bulging from what was inside.
Putting it on our table, she said
“with the compliments of The
Duke: a gift!” A magnificent
plump, heavy, warm, with
crispy crust, loaf of authentic
sourdough bread. A gift indeed.
Later I cut a thick slice, slapped
on the butter and sank my
teeth into bread and butter what a gift!
Bell Press editor, Frank Stacey,
has decided 2019’s editions of
our magazine will be themed
on the gifts of the Holy Spirit”.
Good choice, Frank.

Letter
from the
Minister
Dear Friends
This morning in the very small
Eastern Cape town of Bedford
I received a marvellous gift: a
warm fresh loaf of sourdough
bread. Mandy and I are on
holiday and were travelling
from Cradock to Kenton on Sea
and took the less travelled road
via Bedford. As students for the
ministry in Grahamstown we
were sent to Bedford Presbyterian Church for practice!
Taking the 10am service and
going on to Eildon farm for
lunch and a 3pm service in the
farm’s chapel.
We stopped for breakfast at
the old Bedford hotel which has
been fixed up and re-baptised
The Duke’s. The fix up included
the Courtyard Café. Perfect
weather – a gift; a freshly
matriculated keen and efficient
waiter – a gift; a near perfect
breakfast of bacon, eggs and
good espresso coffee –
a gift. The breakfast came with
excellent homemade wholewheat bread. The manageress
of The Duke’s drifted by to
2

That Bedford breakfast had
within the whole episode, a gift
of kindness, a gift of lovely
persons, a gift of handiwork, a
gift of weather, a gift of leave
and a gift of pleasure.
You can see we use “gift” in a
number of ways and about a
number of things. When we
talk of the “the gifts of the
Holy Spirit” we do the same
thing because the New
Testament uses “gift”
differently for · The gift of the Person of
the Holy Spirit
· The gifts of Office,
positions of leadership to
help the Church be strong
and stable
· The gifts of talents given
to each believer to bless
the Church and world
· The gifts of the Holy Spirit
as He shines through
the life and worship and
mission of the Church at
work in the world

Testament you read.
Or perhaps an unlimited and
uncountable number if you
think of the Spirit’s gifts for the
world which are not and could
not be listed in the New
Testament e.g. the gift of medicine and medical discoveries
and/or the gift of technology
and so many other things –
I mean “gifts.”
Enjoy BellPress this year: read,
learn and explore the New Testament and BellPress to discover lots about our gracious and
glorious God and Father. Jesus
said He (the Father) would give
us the gift of the Holy Spirit.
He kept His promise.
We have been given the gift of
the Holy Spirit and the gifts of
the Holy Spirit to give gifts of
love and worship to God and
gifts of love and service in His
name to the world.
As I have now begun my 40th
year @ BPC I thank Jesus for
the gift you have been to me.

Frank (Mr Editor) and I (Mr
Fussy) had an exchange of
WhatsApps about how many
“gifts” of the Holy Spirit there
are: 4,7,9,25? Each number
true and possible depending
on the passage of the New

Thank you.
With love,
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From The
Pastoral
Desk

knowing where the donations
will come from or what will be
available on the day, and the
Lord faithfully provides. In addition, we were able to send
some 20 gifts to the children’s
home in Khayelitsha which we
support with donations of food
and clothing.

It is the time of year to say
THANK YOU to you,
our Congregation, for all that
you have done this year and to
give feedback on how your very
generous hearts have BLESSED
those who are less fortunate
over the Christmas season.

There was a wonderful
response to our request for
Christmas gifts for disadvantaged children. As a result we
were able to supply Lizzie, who
looks after children in Bellville
South, with all of the 82 gifts
she required for the Christmas
party she organises. Lizzie
is a wonderful example of a
person who walks in faith. She
organises her annual party not

The dinner for the homeless
went really well. I (Pam)
usually have minimal contact
with the guests themselves,
as I am in the kitchen, but this
year I was privileged to hand
out cool drinks when guests
arrived and the bags at the end
of the function. The gratitude
that these guests feel is
4

enormous. What is uppermost
in my mind is that this may
well be the one day in the year
that they are treated with respect and love. As Rod always
says, “Be Jesus and see Jesus,”
and I think that is why the
workers at the dinner leave
feeling that they have been
overwhelmingly blessed as
well.

Our team that sorts all the
donations during the year continues to do a sterling job. It is
not always an easy job and the
ladies have been doing it for
years. We have absolute faith
that all donations find their way
to the Non-Profit Organisations
that can best use them to help
the underprivileged. So a big
thank you to Hazel, Gill and
Antoinette.

Eighteen of our members who
had had a particularly challenging year were supplied with
very generous food hampers
for Christmas. These are a
combination of necessary,
everyday food, along with
some added treats for the
festive season.
In addition we delivered 50
Christmas bags to our over
seventies and eighties.
The funding comes from the
pastoral fund which is made
possible only through your
generosity. Once again Irma
Skinner and her group did a
magnificent job of decorating
the bags.

Then to the many members
who have provided produce (or
money towards produce)
throughout the year, in celebration of special occasions in
their lives, another big thank
you. The produce is used for
some of our members who are
5

in need of support, as well as
the wider community once
the person in need has been
assessed at MES. You have
been faithful in your giving of
produce and many people have
been blessed as a result.
Finally, we say a BIG thank you
to our Pastoral Team, who does
such a wonderful job of keeping
in contact with their various
members, despite the fact that
many of them have not had
an easy year themselves. We
really value your commitment

to this important role, along
with praying for the Congregation on a weekly basis.
In this New Year may the Lord
richly bless you and all that
you do.
May we all continue to know
the joy of blessing others as
we give generously by His
Grace.
With love

Pam Botha
& Louise Gevers

England has no kidney bank, but it does have
a Liverpool.
Be kind to your dentist. He has fillings, too.
I wondered why the baseball was getting bigger.
Then it hit me!
Velcro – what a rip off!
I didn’t like my beard at first. Then it grew on me.
I dropped out of communism class
because of lousy Marx.
They told me I had type A blood, but it was a Type- O.
I used to be a banker, but then I lost interest.
What does a clock do when it’s hungry?
It goes back four seconds.
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Requests for help for the
supper from the congregation
in the form of cooking the
meal as well as volunteers to
help on the day go out in
November. Every year lists are
filled in time and needs are
met. Thank you, BPC, for
always jumping in and
responding to the Holy Spirit’s
prompting in this way.
During the year 4 “Captains”
work tirelessly to plan and
prepare and prepare and a
huge thank you is due to this
amazing team:
· Pam Botha and Louise
Gevers: co-ordinating 200
gift bags.
· Caryl de Krielen: admin
and practical support all
year.
· Caroline Fourie: coordinating the event from
start to finish.
· On the day, Joshua Van Zijl
supervising the kitchen and
Caroline Fourie the team of
volunteers.
The Rhos Street Hall and
foyer are used as the venue
and the day before Christmas
you’ll see tables beautifully
laid in readiness for guests
who arrive for 5pm on
Christmas Day.

Christmas
for 250
2018 BPC Christmas
Supper for Homeless
people:
On Christmas Day at 5pm, as
has been our BPC tradition for
many, many years, 250 homeless people from the Bellville
area were served a Christmas
meal in our Rhos Street Hall.
We were able to seat and serve
200 people at beautifully decorated tables while 50 people
received a takeaway meal.
Each person also received a
gift bag of personal toiletries,
chocolates, sweet, juice and
water as they left. A group of
40 BPC members volunteered
to plate food, serve, wash
dishes and clean up afterwards
as well as mingle with our
guests and friends.
Such an event requires lots of
planning, preparation and
work which begins with asking
BPC members to bring a
particular toiletry item each
month. Slowly everything
needed for the gift bags are
collected and stored until
Christmas.
7

Already at 4pm a queue begins
to form at the church gate.
Volunteers are there at 4
30pm to receive last minute
instructions (every one has
been assigned a task).

of this occasion at BPC.
What a privilege and blessing
that we get to be Jesus and see
Jesus as we celebrate His
birth. I think for many homeless people it may well be the
only day of the year they are
treated with respect and compassion.
Thank you for the opportunity.
It was very humbling experience. Maria (one of the guests)
was totally overcome with
gratitude and with her love for
God. She said He had saved
her over and over again while
on the streets and during a
back operation. Never once
did she complain about her
situation. She just gave thanks.
A lesson for us.
‘n Groot voorreg inderdaad.
IF YOU CANNOT FIND
CHRIST IN THE BEGGAR AT
THE CHURCH DOOR, YOU
WILL NOT FIND HIM IN THE
CHALICE
(St John Chrysostom)

Perhaps the best way to understand how the evening unfolds
and experience the responses
of both guests and BPC volunteers is to take a look at the
pics from the evening on our
website (www.bpc.org.za and
our Facebook Page
@BellvillePresby). A picture
tells a story better than words
can, in this instance.
Comments below from BPC
volunteers explain what they
experienced.
Thank you for the privilege of
serving the homeless with you.
Thank you all for making the
dinner a fantastic one, praise
our Heavenly Father.
A HUGE thank you to each and
every one for making this such
a success. Be blessed for being
Jesus to our friends.
What a privilege to serve
others.
We are Christians and should
follow Jesus’ footsteps.
It is always a wonderful opportunity and privilege to be part
8

CHURCH DIARY FEBRUARY
2nd Alpha Meeting at 9 00am
5th

Session Meeting

9th

Alpha Meeting at 9 00am

12th Finance Committee at 5 00pm
Full Presbytery Meeting 7 00pm at BPC
13th BPC DAY OF PRAYER AND FASTING
Worship at 7 00pm
15th Alpha Weekend
17th Contemplative Worship
at 7 00pm service
23rd Alpha Meeting at 9 00am
24th Holy Communion
will be celebrated
at all services.
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February
Birthday Greetings
2 Marietjie Mostert
Tanya Swaak
3 Julian de Villiers
Ignatius Fowang
Cindy Lumsden

12 Shelley de Lange
Andria Gush
Jessie Kanyerere
Glynn Niemand
13 Nelia Forbes

18 Allen Cornish
Antonio Filippi
19 Jennifer Castelyn
Tobie du Plessis
Dawn Mark

Buhle Makhambi

Fiona Opperman

20 Hilda Ballantyne

Lihle Makhambi

Mika Stassen

Hilda Dreyer

4 Paul Botha
Bronwyn Ford
Emmanuel Rulinda
5 Doreen Nchang
6 Daniel van Eyssen
7 Talitha du Plessis
Stephanie Barwise
8 Megan van Niekerk
9 Dean Emery
10 Marina Bothma
Annie Coetsee
Shirley Kruger

14 Louis Coetzee
Robert van de
Linde
Christina Wiese
15 Pam Botha
16 Chris Calitz
Willem Lubbe
Jaimee Stanford
17 Christiaan
Badenhorst
Mariska Fourie
Christo Lombard

Linda Stanford
Bernelie Barwise
11 Denise Swaak
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Angelique KabweMeba
23 Warren Petzer
Fred Simons
24 André Pienaar
Dewalt Swanepoel
25 Lyle Lintnaar
Alison Meyer
27 Atholeen Donovan
Loghan Stander
28 Tony James

cycling, cricket, squash,
cross country, wrestling
and volley ball! We know
who to organise BPC’s
sports day - when that
LOUIS COETZEE
happens!
Have you met
Louis was raised in a ChrisLouis, one of
tian home attending the NG
our new elders
church in Brackenfell
recently orWest. His dad was an elder
dained in 2018?
in the church so church
He’s not easy to
and Christianity were
miss - a gentle
always part of his life.
giant with a booming voice Louis became an elder in
and ready smile, everyone’s the NG church when he
friend!
was 20 as well as teaching
Louis was born in
Sunday School. When he
Vredendal and raised in
met Audrey, his wife, he
Vredenburg, living there
joined BPC – yay!
until he was 11 when he
Louis’s work career started
moved to Brackenfell. His
with a B Tech Construction
father passed away when
Management degree and
Louis was 6 months old. His he’s been working at
mom married again when
BIGBEN Construction for
he was a year old and a
16 years as Construction
special touch was finding
Manager. This was obvithat he and his new dad
ously the right choice of
shared a birthday. Louis
career as construction is
attended HTS Bellville
his passion. He says the
(Technical High School)
satisfaction you get when
and took full advantage of
you can stand back and see
participating in an impreswhat you have created is
sive list of sports: rugby
very special.
(his first love), running,
But his first passion is his

Getting to
know your
Elders
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family - Audrey his wife,
son Seth and daughter
Abigail. It’s beautiful to see
the whole family take on
ways of serving Jesus together whether that be as
greeters at the door, taking
the offering, singing in the
worship team or doing one
of the Sunday readings. He
and Audrey have been involved in teaching and
leading Children’s Ministry
for many years. Their
enthusiasm and joy in
bringing the Good News to
our children in new and
different ways is well
known. They are gold!
Louis explains how he
became an elder: “On more
than one occasion I have
been approached to be an
elder but I always had the
excuse that I am too busy at
work. But in Jan 2017 the
company I work for made
some strategic changes. At
this point I was overseeing
all our sites. They felt it was
too much for one person
and that they would prefer
to have multiple Construction managers for various

sites. It was during a mediation meeting with the
directors of the company
where they explained the
changes coming and the
new role they saw for me,
that I received a text from
Rod asking me to consider
making myself available to
be an elder. I walked out
of the meeting feeling
despondent and started
checking my messages
when I got to Rod’s message.
It felt like God was saying to
me “what now, what excuse
will you use now Louis?”
The one thing that stood
between me and God was
that I just had too much
work to get through in a day
and he had dealt with that no more excuses! I immediately replied YES!
I am very happy to be able
to serve and will still find
my niche but it would make
sense to continue being involved with Children’s
Ministry. I have some radical ideas with regards to
housing for the poor that
needs to be discussed as
time goes by.
12

My prayer for BPC is that
we work to keep putting
God first and together we
grow and prosper as a
family in Christ.”
We’re so pleased that you

made the decision to be an
elder, Louis! With your
gifts, skills and energy, we
know BPC will be blessed
by you!
Mandy Botsis
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Youth
Zone
Congratulations to all
the matrics and other
students who have reaped
the rewards of their hard
work.
Nico Pretorius graduated
with a degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Stellenbosh University.
Destine Ticha is very
happy with her matric
results, and did very well
at Maths, but she is particularly proud of her “personal
best” for Afrikaans. She is
going to study Nursing at
UWC, an excellent choice
for a young lady with her
work ethic and compassionate heart!
Alice Kanyerere achieved
ninth place in her school’s
matric group! She will
be studying Maths and
Computer Science at UWC.
Megan Mustoe has been
doing a home-schooling
matriculation course online, and has completed two
of her four subjects so far:
she achieved distinctions

for Maths and Science.
Sarah Lumsden wrote her
Cambridge exams through
Reddam House. A talented
pianist, she gained two A’s
for her A Levels in Music, as
well as a distinction for the
oral component of her AS
Level French. Sarah is the
eldest daughter of Cindy
Lumsden, Matthew and June
Bauermeister’s daughter.
She will be studying a BA in
Humanities at Stellenbosch
University.
Jana du Plessis, one of our
adventurers abroad, sent
the following news from
the Netherlands:
“Very soon I will be returning home after one year of
living and working in the
Netherlands. It seems a
little surreal: the fact that I
can say that I have gone
Dutch for a whole trip
around the sun. But also
because it feels as if I
haven’t left South Africa
more than just a month ago.
In every way possible I can
say that this year has been
incredibly blessed and has
made me incredibly grateful.
“I came to live in the small
14

town of Baarn, located just
north of the centre of the
country, to au pair for a
Dutch family with three
boys. And yes, taking responsibility for seven-yearold twins and their four-year
-old brother can be exhausting at the best of times, but,
luckily, the reward is so
much more. I always find
something to learn or take
away from my engagements with the boys and I
find it tremendously insightful to see how a different
household and culture bring
up their children.
“But I should probably start
with the very beginnings of
my journey. Looking back, I
now realise how very
blessed every step of my
way here has been.
Initially I wanted to study in
Germany after I had finished matric, and then I
wanted to work there after
my studies. But things just
never quite seemed to work
out. And then, after a holiday to the Netherlands,
things started to fall into
place and I knew why my
previous attempts at living
abroad hadn’t panned out:

it was meant to happen in a
different way.
“Luckily for me, my boyfriend has Dutch citizenship
and he also had the dream
of living in the homeland of
his grandparents. Thus I
was able to take on my adventure with a familiar face
by my side. It’s been a
blessing to have someone
so dear to me living only a 1
-hour train ride away –
especially when the Dutch
skies won’t turn any other
colour than grey in the winter months and it’s easy to
start missing sunny South
Africa!
“The family I am working for
has been another reason
why I’ve been so happy
living among the tulips and
the windmills. They match
my personality in a way I
cannot describe, and their
affinity for healthy food
really makes my heart
sing ;P (for those who don’t
know, having previously
worked as a food stylist and
being qualified as a health
coach, this is one VERY important part of my lifestyle!)
They are kind, always helpful and welcomed me with
15

there, providing me friends
for support, challenges for
growth and difficulties to
strengthen. It has been a
rollercoaster and a movie
without subtitles, but God
has sat next to me on the
ride and provided me with
the translation (sometimes
quite literally!) and I cannot
appreciate this year without
acknowledging that. I thank
God for my amazing family,
for allowing me this opportunity, for how perfectly all
the details fell into place,
and how He always comforts me with His allencompassing love and
presence. Glory truly to
God!
“See you soon, Bellville
Presbyterian!”

open arms. And perhaps I
am biased, but as I listen to
my au pair friends and what
they have to say about their
families I do believe I have
the best one!
“Then there were all the
trips I was able to make.
Some of them include my
solo trips to Barcelona,
Bratislava and Budapest,
the time we went to Bruges
for a night, catching a leg
of the Tour de France in
Roubaix and making it onto
TV, my birthday in Paris
(and watching live the
Springboks’ victory over
France the same weekend)
and celebrating Christmas
with my German friend
Luisa in her hometown.
Then there are still two upcoming ski trips to Switzerland and Austria before
heading home to the best
country of them all: my
home of South Africa.
“There is so much more I
can say about this year, but
most importantly is how
much this experience has
had me come to see and experience God’s hand in our
lives. Through the little and
the big things God has been

Estelle Strydom
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BPC extends a heartfelt thanks to:
Yuki Petersen for the beautiful Advent Wreath
which she has made for so many years;
Eric & Christine Devine who, for many years,
have hung the Christmas and Pentecost Banners in
the Church;
Anna Davidson for her long years of faithful service in sending out Birthday cards to all our “Over
65s”. Anna has now decided at age 88 that it’s
time for her to hand over this ministry to another
member. Any volunteers? Cards, envelopes and
postage stamps are provided.
Thank you to each one of you for Blessing BPC with
your love and service.
Heartfelt Thanks
I appreciate all at BPC.
Thank you so much for
being there and for all the
care you give to me.
Life is so short to neglect
saying these words before
we begin a new year.
Thank You,
Yvonne Kirschner
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GRACE KITCHEN MINISTRY
needs you!
We are so grateful for those who already regularly help as
volunteers in the kitchen during the week! Without you
we could not deliver our services to needy patients and
people but we need more volunteers!
Could this be you?
Below is a list of the volunteer jobs and we’re hoping we’ll
have a bunch of newcomers signing up. Remember all the
work is supervised by Danielle Pretorius, our Kitchen
Manager - you’re not doing the work on your own and you
decide how many hours you can offer. Please contact the
church office (021 948 2417) to sign up:
Mondays:
8:00 - 12:00. Food prep, chopping, peeling, cooking for
150 people
You decide how much time you can give.
Tuesdays:
8:00 - 9:00 Dish up for Kasselsvlei Clinic,
Kuilsriver (need people to help)
9:00 Deliver to Kasselsvlei Clinic (need
people to drive)
10:00 - 11:00 Dish up for Karl Bremer
Hospital (need people to help)
11:00 - Deliver to Karl Bremer (need
people to drive)
18

Wednesdays
Food prep, chopping, peeling, cooking between 8:00 12:00 for 150 people. You decide how much time you can
give.
Also on Wednesdays
8:00 - 9:00 Cutting and filling rolls and packing for
Kasselsvlei (need help)
9:00 Deliver to Kasselsvlei (need drivers)
Thursdays
8:00 - 9:00 Dishing up for Kasselsvlei (need people to help)
9:00 Deliver to Kasselsvlei (need people to drive)
10:00 - 11:00 Dish up for Karl Bremer
(need people to help)
11:00 Deliver to Karl Bremer (need people to drive)

God dispenses gifts not wages. None of us get paid according to merit, for none of us
comes close to satisfying God’s requirement for a perfect life.
If paid on the basis of fairness, we would all land up in hell…… In the bottom line of
ungrace, some workers deserve more than others; in the realm of grace the word
“deserve” does not even apply—Phillips Brooks
We have received too much from God to allow opportunities for unbelief.
We have received too many gifts and privileges to allow a grumbling,
murmuring heart to disqualify us of our destiny—Francis Frangipane
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Did you
know?
Some traditions about gifts

speaking countries, it is often
St Nicholas, Santa Claus or
As we embark on a new year
Father Christmas; in parts of
when the theme for BellPress
will be ‘Gifts of the Spirit’, let’s Germany it is the Christchild, a
explore some of the history and golden-haired baby with wings
who symbolises the new born
traditions around gift-giving,
baby Jesus; in Spain it is the
mainly at Christmas time.
Wise Men and in some parts of
One of the main reasons for us Italy it is an old lady called
exchanging gifts at Christmas
Befana.
time is to remind us of the gifts
given to the baby Jesus by the St Nicholas was a bishop who
Wise Men. These were ordinary lived in the fourth century. He
gifts usually given to a king, so inherited a lot of money from
his parents and he developed a
immediately there is acknowlreputation for helping the poor.
edgement that Jesus is a King.
Many legends developed about
Gold is a precious metal and
this man but we don’t know if
was associated with kings.
any of them are true.
Frankincense is a symbol of
In the 16th century in Northern
deity and myrrh symbolises
Europe, after the Reformation,
suffering so the gifts foretell
the stories and traditions about
Jesus’s life on earth.
St Nicholas became unpopular,
All over the world families and so particularly in England he
friends give presents to each
became Father Christmas and
other and most children believe in France Père Nóel.
in a gift bringer. In English20

The poem ‘T’was the night
before Christmas’ which was
published in the 19th century
popularised St Nicholas again
as it describes him travelling
on a sledge drawn by eight reindeer which became very wellknown in the song ‘Rudolph the
red-nosed reindeer’ written in
1949. A little known fact is that
the reindeer were probably
all female as they keep their
antlers throughout winter while
male antlers discard their antlers and grow a new pair in
spring. There’s an urban legend
that says that Santa’s red suit
was designed by Coca-Cola but
this has been debunked.
Boxing Day is so named
because that is when the alms
boxes kept in many churches
were opened and the contents

!

distributed to the poor. It was
also the day when servants
working in wealthy homes were
given the day off to celebrate
Christmas with their families.
They were traditionally given a
box of food to take home.
Christmas has been so commercialised in recent times but we
must remember that it is really
about the big present that God
gave us about 2000 years ago –
Jesus. John 3:16 says: ’God so
loved the world that He gave
his one and only Son that whoever believes in Him will not
perish but have eternal life.’
[Source: https://
www.whychristmas.com]
MYF STEYNBERG

KINDLY SUBMIT ALL ARTICLES
FOR INSERTION IN THE MARCH
MAGAZINE BY NO LATER THAN
WEDNESDAY 13 FEBRUARY…. Ed
21
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Ultimate
Strange
Views

modern conveniences. OK, we
had gas and many books. The
main cottage was stocked with
+650 books (I kid you not,
I counted them) on most subjects under the sun; from
“Frogs of SA”, Zionism,
The World Wars, philosophy,
religion to Emotional Intelligence. Most of us read two
books each during the week
but we still had enough time
for long discussions.
One evening, when the grandchildren had passed out from
pure exhaustion and full
stomachs, the subject of
“where are we in our lives”
was put on the table by one of
the second generation, married into the Mulder family
by a Presbyterian minister.
Playing for time, I ventured
the opinion that life has so
many aspects, which must be
evaluated, before one can
come to a conclusion if we are
in “a good or satisfactorily
place”.
Michael, ever the practical
one, suggested we use
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
theory to measure ourselves to
see how we are doing on the
journey of life. Most of you will
be familiar with Abraham

One of the good things (there
are many) which happens
to parents is that grownup
children feel sorry for them
over the holiday season and
invite them to go on holiday
with them. (“Ah no Dad, you
and Ma cannot stay alone while
we are out of town.”) And so it
was with Granny Danél and
Oupa as we tagged along to
the Olifants River Gorge and
two cottages at the end of a
fairly bad dirt road but next to
the spectacular Visgat in the
Olifants River. I can get lyrical
about the magnificent rugged
mountains, the rare veld flowers, the birds and the absolute
quietness with no electricity,
television, cell phones or Wi-Fi
but best is you go there yourself.
Even the baboons are civilized
and perform their Circque du
Soleil acts at a distance. It
was a perfect opportunity to
experience how three generations (and four different dog
breeds) can live in absolute
harmony with nature without
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Maslow who created the
theory of psychological health
based on fulfilling five inborn
human needs in priority,
culminating in selfactualisation.
The first “need” humans must
fulfil is Biological and Physiological; e.g. food, shelter, sleep
and reproduction followed
by Safety needs such as protection, employment, order
and property. The third need
to achieve is Belonging and
Love in the form of family,
affection and relationships
followed by Esteem needs,
which could be confidence,
achievement, and respect of
and by others. The fifth and
final need to achieve is Selfactualisation, which could
mean a lot of things e.g. personal growth, fulfilment,
morality, lack of prejudice and
acceptance of facts.
Abraham Maslow taught a
longer list of self-actualised
qualities, some of which
always seemed impossible to
me as it includes aspects such
as self-sufficiency, beauty,
uniqueness, perfection and
maximising of potential.
According to me, a person who
is 100% self-actualised must

be transcended - a kind of
super-human.
Anyway, after a long session of
analysing ourselves, trying to
be honest, we all agreed that
we have all achieved level four
and some of the selfactualisation aspects. I must
admit that the product, which
is mentioned in Psalm 104:13,
also attended and could have
helped. Of course, we are not
near self-actualised but, just
immeasurably blessed by the
Lord to have received so much
to bring us where we are
today.
But then, like the Lunch Bar
TV advertisement of many
years ago, I had “gone and ruined the friendship” with my
question: “But, does it make
us good people”? “Geez, Dad”,
it comes from Mike, “I am
doing a 70km ride tomorrow
morning, we cannot tackle
that subject now. In any case,
Ma said I was a good boy
when I ate my broccoli as a
five-year old, and I still eat it
today; therefore, I am still
good”. But his wife, who had a
long snooze in the afternoon,
and was wide-awake, cut him
short with “broccoli has
nothing to do with it”.
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“It has to do with things like;
compassion for others, not
putting material things before
people, being charitable,
genuinely wanting to help
people when they are in need
and contributions to the
society”.
Deadly silence; broken by
Robin, who had Psychology at
varsity, with Sigmund Feud’s
”being entirely honest with
oneself is a good exercise”. So
we tried to analyse ourselves
honestly, sometimes asking
one another for their opinions always a risky question
between family members.
However, what stood out, and
was mentioned most, during
this drilling down into our lives
and deeds, was that we all
could be; more good to other
people. This did not surprise
me; Matthew already wrote it
in 6BC, when he recorded how
Jesus, when tested by the loudmouth Pharisees lawyer,
replied that the second greatest commandment in the law
is: “Love your neighbour as
yourself”.
My significant other half, an
angel and living saint, then
stunned us with: “so, we think
we are all reasonably good
people but, if we could meet

the ideal version of our self,
what would that person be
like?” I thought of making light
of the question by saying: the
same as now but just with
more hair, but realised the
answer should be more substantial. The obvious thing to
do is to take stock of our shortcomings and to improve yourself in those fields. However,
many intelligent aspects, how
to improve ourselves, were put
on the table - many in the form
of questions one should ask
yourself. For instance:
· What acts of kindness could
I integrate into my daily life
without making a big issue
about it, or to put it in the
public domain via social
media?
· At the end of our lives,
when we look back, what
good deeds would stand
out that we wish we had
done?
· We should become less
judgmental and more empathetic in order to become more concerned with
the wellbeing of others.
·
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We should become more
aware of our motives and
correct those who are not

wanted to become better in
during 2019 was to ride a
faster Cape Epic but last night
added empathy, patience,
kindness and forgiveness to
the list that I have to work
on”. My one-line reply was:
“The first sentence in M. Scott
Peck’s book The Road Less
Travelled reads: Life is
difficult”.
You can do one of two things
in 2019; contemplate the
above bullet points above or,
do not go on holiday with you
grownup children.
Watching God Work
Kobus MULDER

in line with being a good
person.
What would be the clear
and important sentiments
be at my funeral?
There were more discussion
but it was clear throughout
that we would have to first
decide on what kind of person
we are aiming to be before
we can go into “correcting
actions”. The next morning,
just after five, when I let the
dogs out, I found one of the
more verbal second generation, the previous evening, sitting on the deck staring at the
river. Without greeting me, he
said: “Last night was an eyeopener. The only thing I
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ACCOMMODATION
Lavender Cottage in McGregor
offers a tranquil stay at the top
end of the village in its
Thyme Out Self-catering and
Rosemary & Thyme B&B units.
Contact Mariana on 023 625 1060 /
082 871 1114; mariana@joyofgiving.co.za
Domestic Worker Training
Domestic Bliss: Accredited Superior Training Academy offers
training for Domestic Workers in
1) Elementary/Advanced Cooking; 2) Baking;
3) Household Management;4) Laundry Skills;
5) Child Care; and 6) Home Based Care (Frail Care)
2

Enquiries: 021 948 0117/0829764070
info@domesticblissct.co.za
26 Vrede Street, Unit 4, Vrede Park
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Avon Products
Contact Kim on 0721900226
for all the latest specials.
Very reasonable prices.

Wills drafted free for BPC members
only. Please contact Van der Linde
Attorneys 021 949 3619
for an appointment.

Jan Viljoen is willing to HOUSE SIT AND/OR
PET SIT while you are away from home especially over School Holidays.
Contact Ian on 0748402030.

Knitted Items
Elize Visser knits beautiful scarves,
fingerless gloves and warm bedsocks.
Phone: 0219452896

Painter - Marcel 083 658 1609

Cakes - Jenny Gaillard makes cakes
for special occasions: weddings,
21st birthdays etc. Call her on
(H)0219499205 or 0741961946

Painting indoors and out, waterproofing,
high pressure hose cleaning & tiling.
Good references!

City Flooring - We specialise in
laminated flooring and carpeting.
Contact Dirk Bruwer 0832703440

Reliable Technician - Frans vd Merwe
Fixes stoves, fridges, washing machines, etc:
Contact: 0732144694
School Readiness

ONLY RUSKS - Order your bran or
buttermilk rusks @ R45 per packet
of 20 from Erna 072 805 6964

School readiness programme that provides
holistic development for the child to better
equip them before they go to school.
Have fun while developing and learning.

Framing - Alan Raubenheimer from
"Fine Edge" for all your framing needs.
Call 0219140961

Contact Michelle Retief on
0839433058

Builtrite: for all your property needs.

Fitness - HR FITNESS:
Pilates and Toning classes. Wednesday
mornings in the Lingen Street Hall.
Contact Helena Robinson on
0824717288

Contact Matthew Bauermeister on
0794247624 or per Fax 0219793629
m.mb@live.co.za

Proofreading service
Holiday Accommodation Plettenberg Bay:
On the banks of the Keurbooms River.
Modern fully equipped deluxe accommodation.
Sleeps 4 with spacious bedrooms (1 Queen
and 1 twin beds both en-suite).
Excellent rates. Contact Cindy on 0829256414.
www.kriver.co.za

Reasonable rates
and good turnaround time.
I have experience in proofreading newspaper and magazine articles, websites,
blogs, social media and school textbooks.
Contact Cherry on 083 333 1865
or lockbuckAgmail.com
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